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Abstract. The technological acceleration of recent years
has allowed for significant advances in data processing
and the study of Music, an art with richly expressive and
communicative information. In this article, we bring re-
ports of experiences and contributions in the treatment of
musical data extracted from digital MIDI and sound files,
for the development of systems that generate musical visu-
alizations.

1. Introduction
Music enchants and fascinates humanity for a long time.
It is capable of arousing feelings and emotions, it con-
tains abstract data of subjective characteristics that have
an innate complexity to be measured and analyzed.[1] The
explanations of its concepts in Musicology literature are
based on dense and long technical texts of music theory
with few explorations of visual resources, deepening the
study of musical information as an object of communica-
tion, and using very few computational resources available
to facilitate the apprehension, perception, and analysis of
its elementary concepts.

Given the computational capacity in data process-
ing today, the ease of access to open data increased the
power of the music industry through Peer-to-peer (P2P)
sharing and access to collections of musical works through
digital files such as MP3, WAV, MIDI. However, due to
the large volume of existing compressed raw data, there
are often computational complexities in the treatment and
extraction of characteristics from musical information to
make them visually communicable.

Within this context and considering the repre-
sentational challenges of Music, members of the research
group Mustic-CIn/UFPE, seek research projects to assist
in the visual communication of musical information. Us-
ing software resources generating useful applications, en-
abling technology to be a means to help professionals and
experimenters in the area of Music in their creative pro-
cesses and to expand access to musical information.

2. Visual Music
Computational Music Visualization is an interdisciplinary
area that brings together researchers and applications from
several other related areas such as Music, Computer Sci-
ence, Information Visualization, Design, and their special-
ties. Thus, this large area can be categorized by its types
of applications, such as symbolic visualizations focused
on the study of structural and elementary information in
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music, which can be analytical as in Cabral [2], animated
and interactive as in Cantareira [3] and Silva [4] com-
municating musical data in real-time. They can also be
used as a tool for music education Hein[5] and creation
of compositions [6]. The category of sound visualizations,
which focuses on the audiovisual processing Jacomé [7]
and Scordato [8] which develops Ianixx, for the creation
of artistic performances.

Performing exploratory research on the Music Vi-
sualization area, we synthesized its definition with the dia-
gram shown in figure 1.

Figure 1: Visual Music

Given the breadth of application of musical vi-
sualizations in various areas, we consider it as an inter-
section and, through new technology, it allows to improve
communication, study, and understanding of music as in-
formation and as a sign [9]. The MIR (Music Information
Retrieval) area, for example, has well-established works in
the context of developing a set of tools for computation-
ally extracting musical information, such as Music21 [10].
However, the development of musical visualizations still
has limitations, mainly in relation to multi-representational
challenges, Futrelle [11]. Considering that this is an area
that is still maturing, we seek to carry out studies in rela-
tion to different ways of representing music. Therefore, we
emphasize that to create a musical visualization, we must
consider its informational aspects, that is, which musical
information will be visually communicated.
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3. Related Work
Over the last few decades, several works have been deep-
ening research in areas such as Music Information retrieval
(MIR) and Semantic Audio Analysis (SAA), whose objec-
tives are, respectively, to retrieve information from musical
data and analyze information in audio [12].

An example of relevant work in this area of study
was the development of Pure Data, the free visual program-
ming software for computer-supported interactive music
works developed by Miller Puckette [13], which expanded
the possibility of experimenting with data processing com-
putational music.

Based on Miller Puckette’s work, LibPd was cre-
ated, a library that makes Pure Data an embeddable tool
in any [14] application. Since then, many works started
to use Libpd to create and manipulate musical and audio
information, making Libpd one of the most used libraries
in the area by authors such as Wilcox[15] Brinkmann [16]
Konrad [17] Hathway [18]and Steps [19].

More recently, other libraries and toolkits have
been explored for such work, such as MatLab, well-
known mathematical analysis software that has developed
a toolkit for MIR [20].

Another great revolution was the emergence of
the Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI), which
made musical communication possible with the robust [21]
protocol. This protocol has evolved over the years allowing
for better communication between instruments and com-
puters. Recent works try to facilitate the use of this tool
through a better human-computer interface for creation and
interaction with MIDI Machado [22] and Amorim [23].
Another example is applications that help experimentation
and create new rhythms from rich interfaces through the
MIDI protocol, as in Wilson [24].

On the other hand, interdisciplinary studies
deepen discussions in the Musical Visualization area,
which carry out research to make musical information
more visual and understandable to the eyes. As in Vieira’s
work [25], which uses dynamic visualizations to under-
stand tones with parameters of graphic animations, with
variations in volumes and colors according to the musical
energy, also seeking to realize emotional aspects such as
warm colors are attributed to joyful moments and cool col-
ors for tragic music moments. The Musanim [26] is also
a practical example of dynamic visualization, as is the Da
Capo [4] which uses MIDI symbolic data inputs, to allow
interaction with controllers through controllers musical in-
struments generating musical visualizations. Or even in
tools like MusicVis [27], which through the input of MP3
files or microphone capture performs the processing of mu-
sical data generating a real-time visualization marking the
visual elements in the graphic space of the browser. sys-
tem user, analyzing the entire musical sequence according
to timbres and sound frequencies.

Considering all this state of the art, this article
tries out the use of some technologies found in related

works, such as Libpd, and uses symbolic data input from
MIDI files to explore musical information generation and
visualization in interactive applications.

4. Developing Music Visualizations
In this article we will describe the development of two
software, Espectromusic and Mandrit, which we devel-
oped through the processing of musical data, with the ex-
traction of MIDI file characteristics and transformation of
its information into structured formats to obtain dynamic
and static visualizations that visually communicate musi-
cal and sound information through graphical results.

4.1. Espectromusic

The Espectromusic is a multiplayer game in which the
player aims to overcome a digital labyrinth created and
manipulated in real-time by music captured by a micro-
phone. Creating a tournament dynamic, as shown in the
figure 2 with collections performed during user validation
processes. Engaging interaction and competitiveness be-
tween the listener and the opposing musician. And it can
also be used as a complementary projection to the musical
performance according to the variation of volumes and fre-
quencies of what is played and which forms the spectrum
of obstacles.

Figure 2: Validations Espetromusic

Designed as a platform game, it has two main
scenes, the first with audio input, in other words player 1
interacts with a predetermined song, as a tutorial stage in-
teracting with the ball through the keyboard controls. aim
to cross the obstacles until the next stage. In the second
phase, you can interact directly with player 2, the musi-
cian, considered the generator of obstacles when playing
the music, raises the spectrum and with his instrument can
build obstacles preventing player 1 from moving forward
with his ball.

4.1.1. Extraction of sound characteristics

When we developed the entire graphical interface of the
game by Unity, we received the musical data captured in
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real-time by the microphone and transformed it into dy-
namic visualizations with a graphic area determined by the
elevation of bars according to the sound spectrum, having
as input what the musician instrumentalist plays.

To process the sound data captured via the micro-
phone, we used the LibPd library as shown in the flowchart
of figure 3, which allows input and control over the sound,
transforming Pure Data (PD) into an embeddable library in
the Unity IDE. PD allows you to process raw audio from
audio drivers and MIDI drivers, which makes it possible to
use musical and sound information in mobile phone appli-
cations, game systems, and web pages.

Figure 3: MIDI input microphone processing

Therefore, it was necessary to develop a unity
script that uses a fundamental frequency and adds to the
variation of the ball’s speed in the scenario, taking the pitch
of a certain frequency and sending it to the scene through
LibPd, in a cyclic exchange that passes it on to the PD to
synthesize In real-time. For this real-time integration of
Unity and PD to occur, the programs must be open syn-
chronously for the game to run.

We use the audiopeer methods that extract val-
ues from the spectrum by calling the audiosource script,
which is the component that reproduces the music, in the
first phase in WAW format, and in the second phase, we
obtain musical information captured via a microphone, and
apply to the objects of the game scene. In addition, audio-
clip complements the processing, having the function of
storing a sample of audio data, which has variations in the
spectrum generated about intensity, referring to the amount
of energy, height according to the format of the sound os-
cillations, and timbre determined by frequency, with this
information being shown at each frame and generating ob-
stacles.

It is important to note that the LibPd library works
internally through MIDI messages, such as note-on, inte-
ger values of the channel, pitch, and velocity. And it sends
a control change event to the PD. So, we have a script
called LibPdFilterRead that opens the microphone door
when we enter the second phase of the game and initial-
izes PD by taking the Unity sample rate and calculating

the number of ticks.

We emphasize that during the development of Es-
pectromusic we also explored audio processing, to apply
reactive sound effects to the ball object which the player
manipulates according to speed variation, creating sounds
through visual programming with PD, as shown in figure
4.

Figure 4: Visual Sound Programming with PD

In the PD graphic environment, we create sound
objects, called ”patches”, we apply two characteristics to
ball, in (I) the sound of its path, triggered by a certain MIDI
frequency, with speed and height controls, which vary ac-
cording to input values determined by the oscillators. As
in II, the sound of the ball bouncing, simulating its touch
on the game’s floor plan, but with random variations of fre-
quency values.

These files synthesize a continuous and pleasant
sound according to the received MIDI frequencies, and
with the use of the converter dac they transform the digital
to analog, generating a sound output. It is important to em-
phasize that this PD graphic environment format for sound
creation made it easier for the project developers to carry
out the manipulation of digital audio data, experimenting,
listening, and visualizing sound waves, spectra, frequen-
cies, and amplitudes.

4.1.2. Challenges in data interference

With the development of Espectromusic, we faced some
computational challenges about audio interference in raw
data capture, due to microphone transmission and real-time
data acquisition, which depending on the environment also
transmits noise or information that we had no computa-
tional control. In addition to the deviation of data by the
PD inputs, due to the use of multiple inputs, both from a
complete music file and the sound applied in the interaction
of player 2 with the ball having variable pitches according
to the speed of the movement.

In addition to these aspects of musical data, we
highlight the need for tools for musical game develop-
ment that perform dynamic integration and manipulation
between the Unity IDE and the PD. Because despite the
LibPd library, which has been a great alternative in our
case, it still had several computational limitations, for ex-
ample, the game only works with Unity3D’s 32bit editor.
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Another difficulty was to develop sounds that
were pleasing to the ears by manipulating the oscillators
and perceiving according to the speed of the ball. Needing
a thorough job of defining the ideal frequency and the lim-
its of variations, as well as synchronizing the sending of
data in real-time. So we consider that there are also gaps
about the domain of tools and technical specifications in
the choice of sounds, in the attribution of geometric shapes,
as we need to carry out in-depth studies in the manipula-
tion of the 3D area and construction of the scenario. That’s
why it made it easier to have specialist members in Music,
Design and Computer Science accompanying and devel-
oping the project together, and thus we obtained visual and
interactive results with Espectromusic.

4.2. Mandrit

Knowing the various applications and potential of software
resources - for processing, processing, and manipulating
data from digital MIDI files -, we developed theMandrit
system: musical visualization generator for rhythm analy-
sis, as shown in figure 5, it draws three types of graphic
models to visually communicate rhythm and demonstrate
its micro information through the rhythmic signature of a
musical work.

Figure 5: Musical Rhythm Analysis

With its visualizations, Mandrit proposes a musi-
cological study of musical analysis processes and Auditory
Scene Analysis (ASA)[28] to measure musical perceptions
with the aid of graphical representations, using qualitative
and quantitative assessments.

With the collections of feedbacks, we realized as
well as [29] that the results show that direct associations of
musical perception by the association of colors as a repre-
sentative entity of the instrument, and also the participants
make correlations based on graphic visual structures that
are largely determined by context, and their abilities to un-
derstand and perceive music associating musical visualiza-
tions.

The elementary information of the song cho-
sen to develop visualizations was the rhythm. Realiz-
ing the scarcity of analytical and computational research
for the study and analysis of rhythm, its micro informa-
tion that visually communicates variations, musical signa-
tures, polyrhythms, differences, and similarities of musical
works.

4.2.1. Extraction of rhythmic characteristics from
MIDI

In this case study, the process of exploring and choosing
rhythmic information to generate a musical visualization
is carried out through tutorials and collection of feedbacks
with specialists in music and the area of Graphic Expres-
sion and Design. Therefore, we emphasize that to build a
musical visualization, we first need to define the proper-
ties that we want to communicate visually according to the
needs of potential users. Therefore, with mantrit aiming
to generate visualizations that emphasize the signatures of
the music time signature. Seeking to facilitate the analy-
sis of intervals, pulses, patterns, and regular or irregular
movements of bars. Therefore, we performed the extrac-
tion of these characteristics through the mandrit algorithm,
described by the flowchart of figure 6. The rhythm sig-
natures, which we generate, are based on a volume of data
extracted from MIDI files, extracting the events of the mea-
sure, its metrics, and counting the number of notes of each
instrument.

Figure 6: Fluxograma Mandrit

With it, in addition to performing the specifica-
tions of the characteristics of the rhythmic element, ob-
taining its metadata, we also created a database with a col-
lection of over 60 songs, different genres, and with simple
metrics and enabling the analysis of bars. We structure
and store musical sequences according to track variables,
time signature, and amount notes. To develop the extracted
code, we determine tasks to develop with these following
steps:

(1) Read MIDI file in type 01 format.
(2) Declare measure data for each song with the

get measure function.
(3) Extract meta-event from bar signature.
(4) Calculation of bar division
(5) Count the amount of ”Note on” notes.
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(6) Generate the matrix with three elements: X (tracks),
Y (Measure subdivision) and Total of Notes
(Amount of notes).

To carry out these specifications, we access the
raw data of a musical sequence, and collect the informa-
tion from the tracks by accessing the channels of the MIDI
file, counting the occurrences of the number of notes only
by the noteon, and considering respectively each tempo-
ral occurrence as a function of the measurement metrics.
The transformation of these raw data and metadata was
done through the library Py Midicsv [30] which has in-
structions determined by the type 1 format protocol of a
MIDI file, in which all data are separated by track. With
this implementation, we store data in a spreadsheet format
with structured and organized information, facilitating the
generation of Mandrit views. We apply mathematical and
computational functions aided by software resources, de-
veloping the algorithm described in figure 7.

Figure 7: MIDI Rhythm Extraction

We emphasize that we extract only some infor-
mation from the MIDI file, making specifications for the
elementary rhythm data to be returned, the parameters of
”tracks” are also called tracks, the signature of the mea-
sure and ”Notes”. In other words, these were our funda-
mental variables to store in numerical data of the musical
sequence and represent a synthesis of the rhythm of each
musical work to be analyzed.

Based on the structured data generated by extract-
ing rhythm characteristics, we also developed an algorithm
that generates the Mandrit graphics, as shown in figure 8.
Where we assign rhythmic information applying to graphic
shapes - bubbles, lines, dots, colors -, in addition to using
polar mathematical functions, that is, it has an angular ori-
entation according to a given rotation.

The generation of static graphs was the result of
tests seeking to assist in the priority display of the amount
of notes as a function of temporal occurrence, so mandrit
generates three types of graphs: Polar Bubble Chart, Po-
lar Radar Chart, and Radial Collumn. All of them have
the same principle in the representation of rhythm in a
metaphor to clockworks with their polar and cyclic visual-
izations, however, we experience in their visual approaches
the variations of graphic forms attributed to musical infor-
mation.

Figure 8: Plotting rhythmic visualizations

We considered a set of fidelity tests performed ac-
companied by visualizations, which were very useful in
the process of understanding and perceiving the organi-
zation of musical data in the representation. The expert
contributors, in addition to bringing provocative feedbacks
and qualitative impressions, also contributed to the musical
analysis by noticing elements that were not visible before,
such as the similarities between aspects of musical perfor-
mance about the instruments of a musical work.

4.2.2. Challenges generations of Mandrit Views

In every experimental process of constructing musical vi-
sualizations, we face computational challenges about the
treatment and extraction of rhythm characteristics. A first
limitation is that Mandrit only extracts rhythmic data from
MIDI files in type 1 format, due to the data structure we
need to have the tracks organized and separated to facil-
itate musical analysis. However, because of the produc-
tions available online, we often find files that complicated
the processing and resulted in graphic pollution, as in the
figure 9.

Figure 9: MIDI production challenges
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When we plotted the music, we considered the
amount of accumulated information incomprehensible,
and when we checked the musical production, we realized
that the producer gathered excerpts from the song ”A Feli-
cidade, Toquinho” in its initial and final parts in conjunc-
tion with Bossa style randomness, which resulted in a file
of 06 minutes and 53 seconds, with a complex and accumu-
lative amount of musical data. For this reason, the plotted
view does not show the rhythm signature correctly demar-
cated, and it also has no reference to its instruments in the
legend, which limits the reading and communication of the
rhythm.

Still, on the aspects of independent productions,
we highlight that we often find files without track descrip-
tions, or their musical sequences completely disorganized.
This made it difficult to plot the views, even to apply pa-
rameterization and generalization of graphic models. On
the other hand, all this also demonstrates the musical artis-
tic singularities and complexities. Like for example in the
song ”Take five, Dave Brubeck”. It has a complex 5/4 time
signature and so we experimented with plotting in different
arrangements, as shown in the figure 10 and soon noticed
inconsistencies in reading files from different MIDI bases.

Figure 10: Arrangements

As we observed in ”Arrangement I”, it generated
a more complex visualization with a greater number of
tracks (tracks) being incomprehensible its fundamentals
since it is a piece of quinary music, that is, with a com-
plex five-pulse bar. In the MIDI file that we printed the
”Arrangement II”, with the information much more orga-
nized and structured, it is possible to obtain this signature,
through the improvements we made implementing a gen-
eralization in the length of the song according to a granu-
larity applied to the values in the extracted data, which can
range between 64, 32 and 8 in granularity.

That is, these values can be changed by the user
who generates the visualization, depending on what they
need to conceive or understand in the musical analysis of
the work.

Through the oscillations, and variations in the
counting of the number of notes demonstrated during the
course, we understand that these differences in the aspects
of expressiveness are notorious with different productions
and files of the same music. This context is explained by
the music production process, which is relative according
to each musician, demonstrating in the different graphic re-
sults their distinct expressiveness, despite retaining a sig-

nature in the most striking poles of the rhythm.

There were also some limitations regarding the
generation of static views, due to graphic pollution result-
ing from the accumulation of temporal information plotted
in a two-dimensional graphic area. That’s why we bring
modifications in the reference of the tempo with the grid to
the movement and orientation of the clock and a metaphor
to the rhythmic time represented by an animated cursor as
its pointer to help in the accompaniment. In general, there
are different challenges and specific gaps that arise during
the process of extracting information from raw data, and
there are also several possibilities to visually represent and
communicate information with of this, we learn the advan-
tages and disadvantages of using certain graphic forms and
to make choices according to each need, always adapting
to the objectives centered on the users.

5. Guidelines for developing Music
Visualizations

As a result of these case studies and in the development of
Espectromusic and Mandrit, several lessons were learned
about the process of building music visualization systems,
mainly regarding the selection, extraction and generation
of representation. With the creation of prototypes we were
able to obtain musical parameters, visual structures and
identify challenges and limitations to visually communi-
cate musical information.

Thus, in addition to the technical records de-
scribed in this article, we also provide guidance on the
challenges of exploring this interdisciplinary area, which
is Computational Visualization Music. Designing 5 guide-
lines that can help in the process of creating a system to
generate musical visualizations, they are:

(1) Conducting similar research, user-centered
technical and participatory observation to explore musical
information to be communicated visually.

(2) Categorization and selection of visualization
types to develop.

(3) Exploration of the creative process aided by
computational resources, to generate automatic visualiza-
tions through the extraction, treatment, filtering of musical
data and application in visual structures.

(4) Use of a Design process based on cyclical pro-
cesses of ideation, prototyping, and evaluation with feed-
backs collection and fidelity tests.

(5) Communication and sharing of graphic results
to strengthen the community.

We consider these to be crucial steps to achieve
the objective of visually communicating musical infor-
mation, through we built an experimental protocol model
based on Design Thinking composed of targeting cards and
methods applicable to graphic experiments, enabling a sys-
tematically mapped view of automatic generation of mu-
sical visualizations. In addition to broadening the discus-
sion, and unraveling gaps in the quest to facilitate and com-
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plement communication between professionals and exper-
imenters in the field of music. Transforming computer in-
terfaces and tools as a means to make musical information
accessible and understandable.

6. Final Considerations
With these experience reports, we highlight the importance
of interdisciplinary research as a means to expand the ap-
plication of technology in the music field, narrowing the
limitations and connecting professionals from fields that
can complement each other, generating useful and inter-
esting results. For this, it is necessary to emphasize that
the follow-up with specialists in the area of music and
Information Visualization, in continuous cyclical evalua-
tion processes with fidelity tests, were essential to achieve
graphic results and obtain improvements in each session
and experimentation round.

Despite this, communication between developers
and musicians is still a gap in the extraction and transfor-
mation process in prioritizing data to be visually reported.
Because there are technical dependencies required due to
the need for music theory studies to flow this exchange.
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